WIRC+Pol is a near-infrared low-resolution spectropolarimeter on the 200-inch Telescope at Palomar Observatory. The instrument utilizes a polarization grating to perform polarimetric beam splitting and spectral dispersion simultaneously. It can operate either with a focal plane slit to reduce sky background or in a slitless mode. Four different spectra sampling four linear polarization angles are recorded in the focal plane, allowing the instrument to measure all linear polarization states in one exposure. The instrument has been on-sky since February 2017 and we found that the systematic errors, likely arising from flat fielding and gravity effects on the instrument, limit our accuracy to ∼1%. These systematic effects were slowly varying, and hence could be removed with a polarimetric modulator. A half-wave plate modulator and a linear polarizer were installed in front of WIRC+Pol in March 2019. The modulator worked as expected, allowing us to measure and remove all instrumental polarization we previously observed. The deepest integration on a bright point source (J = 7.689, unpolarized star HD 65970) demonstrated uncertainties in q and u of 0.03% per spectral channel, consistent with the photon noise limit. Observations of fainter sources showed that the instrument could reach the photon noise limit for observations in the slitless mode. For observations in slit, the uncertainties were still a factor of few above the photon noise limit, likely due to slit loss.
INTRODUCTION
Polarization is a fundamental property of light that is often left unmeasured by astronomical observations largely due to its difficulties and the lack of dedicated instrumentation. The greatest challenge for measuring polarization for astronomical sources is that, in many cases, the polarization signal of interest is much smaller than 1%, requiring a large number of photons to establish a significant detection: 10 6 photons for 0.1% precision. The problem is exacerbated in the infrared (IR) where the bright sky background further limits the sensitivity. Current IR polarimeters offer either no spectral information but good sensitivity for faint sources or medium resolving power (R ≈ 1000) but only sensitive to bright sources. The examples of these instruments are the Long-slit Intermediate Resolution Infrared Spectrograph (LIRIS) on the William Herschel Telescope 1 and the Infrared Camera and Spectrograph (IRCS) on Subaru Telescope. 2, 3 Another IR spectropolarimeter available is SPectropolarimtre InfraROUge (SPIRou) 4 on Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope (CFHT) on Maunakea, which operates at high spectral resolution (R ≈ 75000). The high resolution combined with the smaller telescope limits SPIRou to observe bright stellar targets.
In February 2017, we installed a polarization grating (PG 5-7 ) into the Wide-field InfraRed Camera (WIRC 8 ) at the prime focus of the 200-inch Hale Telescope at Palomar Observatory (P200). The resulting low-resolution (R ≈ 100) near-IR (1.1-1.8 µm, JH bands) spectropolarimeter was named WIRC+Pol, and its design, data reduction pipeline, and instrumental characteristics were discussed in details in Ref. 9 . The original instrument was designed such that there were four spectral traces on the detector for one source; each of the traces correspond to 0 • , 90 • , 45 • , and 135 • angles of linear polarization. As such, linear polarization could be measured in one shot by comparing fluxes in these four spectral traces in the different quadrants of the detector. Fig. 1 shows WIRC+Pol data with one source in the field of view.
During the commissioning of the instrument, we uncovered that the instrumental systematics were strong, on the order of a few percent, and was highly dependent on the telescope pointing, as shown in Fig. 6 and 8 in Ref. 9 . The Hale telescope's polarization had been measured to be below 10 ppm, 10 so the systematics observed were from the instrument. This limited the instrument's accuracy, as it required an unpolarized standard star to be observed at a telescope pointing no further than about 10 • from the source to obtain a systematic correction better than ∼1%. Moreover, the filter transmission profiles seen by the four traces were not the same. This was because the PG was installed upstream from the tilted broadband interference filter, resulting in the spectral traces entering the filter at different incident angles. The shifted transmission profile made wavelength alignment between the four traces difficult, and we had to rely on precisely aligning an atmospheric absorption feature in the spectra. Even then, the resulting polarization measurements still had significant spurious wavelength dependent systematic in them (e.g. Fig. 6 left in Ref. 9) . It is crucial to note that these systematics only vary slowly with time ( Fig. 8 in Ref. 9) , and could be removed using a polarimetric modulator. Lastly, the focal plane mask of the instrument was designed to have an open area for slitless spectropolarimetry of bright sources, and three 3" circular holes to act as slits to limit sky background for faint sources. The circular design was chosen for two considerations: to reduce potential slit-induced polarization and to make it easier to manufacture on a traditional stainless steel substrate. We learned during commissioning that the circular slits required pointing and guiding precision beyond the telescope and instrument's capabilities, owing largely to the fact that P200 does not have a separate guider for prime focus instruments, including WIRC.
In this work, we briefly describe the installation of a half-wave plate (HWP) modulator and a linear polarizer in front of WIRC+Pol, done in early 2019, and we will focus on the instrumental characterization post-upgrade. We will also discuss the novel slit design used to make a physically small rectangular slit required for the prime focus instrument. §2 describes the upgrade and how the HWP allows us to measure and remove the systematics and §3 focuses on the new slit design. We explain our current observation technique with the HWP in §4. We show the instrumental characterization result, illustrating that the systematics have been removed for sources bright and faint in §5. We discuss the future characterization of the polarimetric efficiency and cross-talk, i.e. constructing the instrumental Mueller matrix for WIRC+Pol, using observations of polarized stars and observations of unpolarized stars with the linear polarizer in §6. Finally, we present our conclusions in §7.
HALF-WAVE PLATE AND LINEAR POLARIZER UPGRADES
The key hardware upgrade used to address the instrumental systematics from WIRC+Pol was the installation of a HWP and a LP in front of WIRC+Pol. WIRC+Pol only operated in the J and H bands and not in the thermal IR, which allowed the optics to be installed outside of the cryogenic dewar to reduce cost. Otherwise (in the K band and beyond), the IR emission from warm optics would contribute significantly to the background. The location of the optics in the f/3.3 converging beam presented strict requirements on the optics. The details of the optomechanical design of this upgrade will be presented in a future publication. Briefly, we installed a HWP and a LP on linear and rotation stages in front of WIRC, so that they could be inserted and removed from the beam, and rotated to an arbitrary angles independently. The optics sizes and placement were such that the 4.3' polarimetric field of view was not vignetted. The positions and rotation angles of the HWP and LP are stored in the header of images taken. The LP converts light from any source into 100% polarized light, which can be used to measure the polarimetric efficiency and cross-talk terms in the Mueller matrix of WIRC+Pol. This characterization work is deferred also for a future publication.
Polarization calculation: flux ratio method
We now demonstrate that calculating the normalized Stokes parameters using the observations at two different HWP angles effectively removes the systematic errors old WIRC+Pol suffered. We first note that a rotation of the HWP by θ rotates the incoming linear polarization angle by 2θ. As a result, by rotating the HWP to 0 • , 45 • , 22.5 • , and 67.5 • , we can cycle all four spectral traces through four different linear polarization angles, as visualized in Fig. 2 . For simplicity, we consider q computed from the lower left (LL) and upper right (UR) traces, which, without the HWP, sample 0 • and 45 • respectively. For a source with intrinsic polarization q and the total flux I, the observed fluxes at the HWP angle of 0 • are
where F i is the filter transmission profile seen by the i trace and A t1 is the atmospheric transmissions at time t 1 . At the orthogonal HWP angle of 45 • observed at a later time t 2 , the angle of polarization probed by the two traces flips:
In order to recover the intrinsic polarization q from these observations, we employ the flux ratio method presented in Ref. 11, eq. (3) and (4) . Following that formulation, we define a quantity
The uncertainties of this quantity is simply a quadrature sum:
Then, q could be recovered by computing
The polarimetric uncertainty is
Similar calculation can be done to obtain u.
Limitations of the double difference method
Another primary method of computing polarization with a dual-beam polarimeter is to perform double difference. This is done by computing, for instance, q before and after modulating the HWP, then averaging the two. For WIRC+Pol, this would be
and the double differenced polarization is q DD = (q 1 + q 2 )/2. Writing down the full expressions for S i,j , the previous quantity becomes
This does not generally simplify to q DD = q due to the filter transmission difference between the four traces. This is also true for non-common path effects between the ordinary and extraordinary beams in a dual-beam polarimeter in general, and not just the filter transmission issue in our instrument.
One can alleviate this by computing the differencing first using the same trace at two HWP angles: and the double differenced polarization is, instead, q DD = (q 1 + q 2 )/2. Writing down the full expressions for S i,j , the previous quantity becomes
This formulation works better. It could simplify to q DD = q if the atmospheric effects did not change between the two observations, i.e. A t1 = A t2 . Furthermore, both double differencing methods work for an unpolarized source q = 0. In summary, the flux ratio is more robust against non-common path effects and atmospheric changes during observations.
NEW FOCAL PLANE MASK WITH SLIT

Issues with old circular slits
The focal plane mask of WIRC+Pol was also replaced in the 2019 upgrade. The first version of the mask was fabricated using the wire EDM process on stainless steel substrate. The shape of the slit mask could be seen in Fig. 2 (center) in Ref. 9 . In the center of the mask, there were three holes, 245 µm in diameter, corresponding to 3" on sky at the f/3.3 focal plane of a 5.1-meter primary mirror. The decision to incorporate circular slits instead of a traditional rectangular slit was two-fold. First, circular slits in principle would reduce the amount of slit-induced polarization, as the symmetric shape of the slit would make the polarization created by the metal edge of the slit cancel out. Second, at the focal length at the prime focus, the physical size of the slit would be minute, making the fabrication difficult on aluminum or stainless steel.
From the first two years of operation with WIRC+Pol, we learned that the slit holes presented challenges for telescope control, largely due to WIRC's lack of a separate guider camera to assist with pointing and guiding. First, the target acquisition was time consuming, and a slight offset from the center of the hole would result in large slit loss, which diminished the benefit gained from reduced sky background. Further, once the target was acquired, it was difficult to guide the telescope to keep the target inside the slit. This challenge was alleviated in cases where there were nearby sources in the slitless area of the focal plane, as we could guide on them instead. Lastly, it was difficult to dither the telescope to shuffle the source between three holes in order to perform sky subtraction, as there were no guider images to confirm the pointing. As a result, the slit holes remained largely unused, limiting WIRC+Pol's observations to relatively bright sources in the higher background slitless area.
New slit design
For the instrument upgrade, we also planned to install a new mask with a rectangular slit, in order to ease the operational requirements. The rectangular slit would retain the width of 3" to minimize slit loss provided the median seeing at Palomar of 1.5". The length of the slit was designed such that we would be able to observe a source in 2" seeing condition, in two dither positions in the slit that were 10σ apart, where σ is the standard deviation of the Gaussian (seeing limited) PSF of the source. This was to ensure that the source could be put into two different positions inside the slit so that an image observed with source at position A could use another image with source at position B as a background image for subtraction without the source self-subtracting. The slit length required to do this was 17". Thus, the physical size of the slit would be 245 × 1388 µm. The small physical size of the slit was difficult to archive precisely with the wire EDM fabrication used for the old slit mask. Instead, the new slit was manufactured on a silicon substrate using the electron-beam lithography (EBL) technique, which allowed for the slit to be cut into the substrate with high precision. The small rectangular piece of silicon with slit was then held in place by an aluminum mask ( Fig. 3 top right ).
Slit-induced polarization
The new rectangular slit would lack the symmetry of the old circular slit holes, and might induce polarization in the observed source. Calculation showed, however, that the expected slit-induced polarization should be very low. The slit-induced polarization is a function of slit width, depth (thickness of the slit in the direction of light propagation), and the conductivity of the slit material. We estimated the slit-induced polarization using the relations derived by Ref. 12 .
a p = a s nλ 2b 2 (18)
where b is the slit width, z is thickness, σ is the conductivity of the material, ω is the angular frequency of light, and λ is the wavelength. Parameters are in SI units, and 0 is the permittivity of free space. With the wire-EDM aluminum mask, the minimum thickness was 100 µm, resulting in the expected slit polarization of order 1%. In the original design, this high potential of slit induced polarization informed the decision to have circular holes to try to mitigate it. However, for the EBL silicon slit, the edge of the slit could be made to be only 9 µm thick. While the surface of the silicon slit was coated with metal to make it opaque, the bulk of the material was not a conductor, further reducing the expected slit-induced polarization. The upper limit of the slit-induced polarization from this design was 0.1%, calculated for aluminum's conductivity. (Equations above are only valid for conductors. For dielectric materials like silicon, Ref. 13 showed that slit-induced polarization is lower.) Therefore, we concluded that the rectangular shape of the new slit would not create appreciable slit-induced polarization. We will show with data in §5 that this is the case.
Slit dimensions measurement
After the fabrication, we measured the dimensions of the slit using microscope images, and found that they were within a few microns of the specifications at 241.5 × 1380 µm. Fig. 3 (left) shows the image of the full slit that was installed in WIRC+Pol, along with (bottom right) a comparison between it and a reference aluminum slit of the same designed dimension. Note the vast improvement in the roughness of the edges, and how sharp the corners were on the silicon slit in comparison to the aluminum slit. The slit width is uniform, with 0.1 µm variation, across the length of the slit. Fig. 3 (top right) shows the silicon slit piece held in place in the new aluminum focal plane mask, which was installed in the focal mask mechanism inside WIRC. 
OBSERVATIONAL TECHNIQUE
Modulation sequence
Along with the upgrade, the instrument control software was updated to take simple command scripts in order to automatize observing sequences. In order to remove the slowly varying systematics, we observed a source for up to 2 min in one HWP angle (this may include several individual frames or coadds), then we rotated the HWP such that the angle of polarization is rotated to an orthogonal angle (0 • to 90 • , and 45 • to 135 • ). The 1-2 min limit were informed by the timescale at which the systematics changed. The overhead from the HWP rotation was minimal by design, approximately a second, which could be timed to coincide with detector readout in a future software upgrade. The systematics in WIRC+Pol prior to the HWP upgrade were not only a function of time, but also a strong function of the detector position of the source, with deviations of only 30" resulting in a 1% change in the systematics (Fig. 7 and §4.5 in Ref. 9 ). With the HWP, we were able to remove the systematics for any given detector location. As a result, the strict guiding requirements for the old WIRC+Pol in order to assure that sources and standard stars were observed at the same detector position no longer applied. As we will show in §5, the HWP modulator eliminated the need to observe an unpolarized standard star immediately before or after a science target to measure the instrumental polarization systematics, since the modulator allowed us to measure and remove those systematics for any source. Data also showed that the telescope polarization, and other instrumental polarization upstream of the waveplate was minimal. Observations have shown, however, that one might still need to observe either a polarized standard or an unpolarized standard with a linear polarizer to measure the angle of polarization zero point, and other Mueller matrix terms (polarization efficiency and cross-talk).
In-slit observation
For faint objects (J 13), objects in crowded fields, and extended sources, the observations are best performed with the source inside the slit to minimize sky background. The trade-off is that the sky background, while lower, is no longer spatially smooth as sky lines and focal plane mask features can be seen around the source trace. This requires image subtraction in order to remove the structured background. In order to do this, we observe a source in slit at a position "A" on one side of the slit at four HWP angles, then dither the telescope to move the source to the "B" position where the source is observed also at four HWP angles in the same rotation sequence. Due to the lack of a guiding camera, it is occasionally necessary to remove the PG and take a direct image of the slit to ensure that the source is sill well centered. The images at the "B" position are then used as background images to be subtracted from images at the "A" positions at the same HWP angle. The WIRC+Pol data reduction pipeline (DRP), described in Ref. 9 and publicly accessible at https://github.com/WIRC-Pol/wirc_drp, has been updated to reduce the new data with HWP. The pipeline applies the calculation described in §2 to compute double differencing q and u for each of the sets of four images with four HWP angles.
CALIBRATING INSTRUMENTAL POLARIZATION
In this section, we will demonstrate the instrument's performance post HWP upgrade, to show that the instrumental systematics have been effectively removed from WIRC+Pol. On the first night after the HWP installation, 2019 March 17 UT, we observed several unpolarized standard stars using the observation techniques described above. The list of unpolarized stars was obtained from Ref. 14. For these bright stars, the observations were obtained outside of the slit. The data were processed using the WIRC+Pol DRP, which applied dark subtraction and flat fielding, spectral extraction, and polarization calculation. 
Bright unpolarized standard star
Faint source, slitless
In addition to a bright unpolarized standard stars, we also observed several brown dwarfs (BD) and placed strict polarization upper limits on some of them. These observations were part of the BD and supernovae (SNe) spectropolarimetric surveys being conducted with WIRC+Pol. Fig. 5 (top) shows the normalized Stokes parameters q and u for a BD, 2MASS J18071593+5015316. The BD's magnitude was J = 12.934, and it was observed outside the slit for 80 min on 2019 July 16. The measured polarization was consistent with zero, and we noted that the uncertainties derived from the data (plotted as error bars) were 0.1%, consistent with the photon noise, which is marked by the red band on the plots. This result demonstrated that the background subtraction in the slitless mode was not biasing the measurement, even when the observations were background dominated.
Faint source, in-slit
Lastly, Fig. 5 (bottom) shows the same plot for SN 2019ein, a Type Ia SN, observed at 14 days post-discovery. 15, 16 The source was at J ≈ 14.5 and the total exposure time was 84 min. At this phase, a typical SN Ia is not expected to be polarized, 17 and our observations did not show significant departure from null polarization. We note that, unlike for the slitless observations, the uncertainties, which are the standard error of the mean derived from the series of exposures, are about a factor of four larger than what expected from photon noise. The cause of this was most likely the variable slit loss, resulting from the source moving slightly inside the slit between HWP rotations. This also demonstrates that the slit-induced polarization discussed in the prior section does not affect our measurements. 6. FUTURE CHARACTERIZATIONS
Angle of polarization zero point
The HWP installed in WIRC+Pol provides half-wave retardation over a large wavelength range but the fast axis is not wavelength independent. The angle of polarization zero point as a function of wavelength needs to be determined by observing both stars with known polarization and unpolarized standard stars with the LP. This measurement could be done with existing data.
The Mueller Matrix
The instrument's Mueller matrix, with circular polarization terms omitted, is the matrix in this following equation
It relates the intrinsic normalized Stokes vector to the observed one.
With the observations of unpolarized sources shown in the last section, we have already demonstrated that if q = u = 0, then the observed polarizations are also q obs = u obs = 0 to within the measured uncertainties. Hence, the upper limits of the instrumental polarization terms are q IP , u IP < 0.03%. To measure the other terms in the Mueller matrix, namely the polarization efficiencies (η) and cross-talks (χ), we need observations of polarized standard stars with known, non-zero q and u, as functions of wavelength in the literature. The issue is that spectropolarimetric measurements of standard stars in the near-IR, unlike the broadband measurements, are rare. Therefore, we plan to use the combination of (i) Serkowski's law fitted to broadband measurements presented in Ref. 18 and (ii) unpolarized standard stars observed with the LP in the beam. These observations have been obtained and we are reducing the data to measure the remaining terms in the Mueller matrix of WIRC+Pol and determine whether they are constant or are functions of telescope pointing.
CONCLUSION
WIRC+Pol is a low-resolution (R ≈ 100), near-infrared (1.1-1.8 µm, JH bands) spectropolarimeter. The instrument employs a liquid crystal polymer-based PG to perform polarimetric beam splitting and spectral dispersion simultaneously. The instrument produces four spectral traces on the detector, probing 0 • , 90 • , 45 • , and 135 • angles of polarization at the same time, allowing it to measure Stokes parameters q and u in one shot. We found from commissioning data from the instrument in 2017-2018 that the polarimetric systematics from comparing fluxes in different traces across the detector were significant (few %) and were slowly changing with time. Thus, they were difficult to remove. In March 2019, a HWP and a LP were installed in front of the instrument, allowing us to modulate the angle of polarization probed by each of the four spectral traces. As a result, the Stokes parameters could be computed using the flux ratio method described earlier, which could measure and remove systematics due to non-common path and atmospheric effects. We verified the performance of the HWP by showing that the systematics were indeed removed, both for bright standard stars and faint sources. The polarimetric uncertainties for slitless observations now seem to be only photon noise limited. In addition to the HWP/LP, a new focal plane mask with a slit manufactured with EBL was also installed, allowing WIRC+Pol to more easily observe faint targets with reduced background. We are developing efficient observational guidelines for slit observations to reduce overhead from target acquisition and dithering. For observations in slit, the polarimetric uncertainties are a factor of a few larger than the photon noise, likely from variable slit loss. Future instrumental calibrations include (i) measuring the angle of polarization zero point as a function of wavelength and (ii) measuring the polarimetric efficiency and cross-talk, the remaining possibly non-zero terms of the Mueller matrix of WIRC+Pol. Scientific observations with WIRC+Pol has commenced with a large brown dwarf spectropolarimetric survey and a nearby supernovae survey ongoing. First results from these surveys are expected later this year.
